
GameSense 2.0 
Brand Platform & Design 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2009, BCLC introduced GameSense, the umbrella program for responsible gambling resources and toolsIt aims to be relevant, approachable and part of the experience, and supports gambling related harm reduction through:Promotion of positive play and informed decision makingProviding effective referral to treatment or supportThese services assist players when they play in gambling facilities, at lottery point of sale, and through PlayNow.com.



Welcome 
Clarity 

Our role is to educate people and help players make 
informed and responsible decisions. We aim to 
ensure playing stays fun and to promote peace of 
mind. 

We are: Trustworthy, friendly, proactive, genuine, 
effective, helpful and transparent  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GameSense was developed on the notion of ‘Welcome Clarity’Our tone of voice is caring & friendly, not dictatingWe’re approachable when it’s time to have difficult conversationsWe speak to you as a friend, not a parent or government body



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And while GameSense has had many successes and BCLC continues to be recognized as industry-leaders in RG, we must attribute these successes to the continuous evaluation and improvement of programming. With this in mind, we took a deep dive into the brand to ensure that it aligns with BCLC’s harm-reduction strategy and the needs of our players and gaming workers in British Columbia (and beyond). And thus the evolution beganGameSense has had considerable success in raising player and staff awareness (and acceptance) of Responsible Gambling, and has earned international recognition such as the World Lottery Association’s Best Overall Responsible Gambling Program (2010), and the U.S.-based National Council on Problem Gambling’s Social Responsibility Award (2015). In addition to being licensed and implemented by Connecticut Lottery, the Massachusetts Gaming Commission and Canadian provinces Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, the brand and programing has most recently been adopted, and is soon to be implemented at MGM Resort International casino properties in North America.



What we  
heard 

Stakeholder Interviews: 

1. Move beyond compliance 

2. How do we view gambling? 

3. GameSense’s link back to BCLC 

4. GameSense often overloads people 

5. BCLC brand architecture 

6. How are we relating to players? 

7. Is GameSense relevant to players? 

8. Understanding and awareness 

9. Understand that this is personal 

Player Focus Groups: 

1. GameSense is linked to BCLC 

2. RG is limits & keeping it fun 

3. Line between PG & RG is blurry 

4. Gaming versus gambling 

5. GameSense tone is functional 

6. Use balance as a key message 

7. Education in short bursts 

8. Positivity over negativity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lack of clarity about the brand’s roleLack of clarity of BCLC brand architectureInitial focus on positivity, fun and business sustainabilityEnding on very careful and considered help, support and guidance for playersConclusion: Positivity is the outward expression that will lead to better delivery of help and support for players.



• Find a way to move beyond the basics 

• Better define the relationship between 
BCLC masterbrand and GameSense 

• Concentrate on short, simple messaging 

• Change the tone – not to serious, move 
beyond just the functional  

• Concentrate on relevancy – audiences, 
tone, context, life balance & positivity 

Actions & 
considerations 
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Presentation Notes
GameSense needs to span a very broad spectrum that requires different approaches and tones. Research showed that positivity, balance (gambling as one part of life), simplicity and friendliness will lead to increased player engagement



Brand Idea and Pillars 



Every player, playing better. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through a series of internal stakeholder interviews, focus groups and a brand conviction workshop, we ended up on this brand idea of ‘Every player, playing better’. Of course, this is not an external message, rather one to guide the brand and messaging through all it needs to doAnd at this point, without going any further, I’m curious to know what thoughts come to mind when you hear that. 



Every player, playing better. 

From the first timer to the most 
experienced. Every demographic, 
every ethnic group, every game. 

This isn’t about winning. Playing better is 
about getting the most out of the 
exceptional entertainment we offer. You 
play better when you are informed, 
confident and in control.  



Brand Pillars 
1. Relevant Presence 

 
2. Think Experience 

 
3. Be Real 
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Presentation Notes
We stand alongside our players and make sure that we talk to them about the right things, at the right time in the right wayWe promises exceptional entertainment and we make responsible gaming a positive experience. We look to be part of the entertainment versus interrupting itWe have to connect with players authentically, we’re always positive but in a real way



Logo 



Communication Devices 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TypographyA key component of the GameSense identity is its tone of voice, which is communicated using a custom-madehand script font named GameSense Hand. This font is used in the context of “speech-bubble” statements orconversations. It can also be used for headlines. Another typeface Graphik has been chosen to compliment it. It’s used to set subtitles and body copy, both online and in print.



Colour 



Imagery 
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Presentation Notes
IconsA family of icons have been created to illustrate key GameSense themes. These icons can be used in two ways:a) to “embody” the voice of GameSense when making a statement about gaming or,b) as part of a layout, as a graphic element, supporting the idea being communicated



Application 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speech BubblesThe GameSense platform uses a speech-bubble graphic device, to represent one of two things:1. A conversation between a player and GameSense (“the voice of reason”) - two speech bubbles2. A gaming-related statement made by GameSense (“the voice of reason”) - speech bubble and iconThe colours used for bubble and type should always be consistent.The font size and colours are used to emphasizes the key idea being communicated



Application: 
Brochures 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Light and Dark Green ColorwayDark: How to PlayLight: Keeping it Fun



Application: 
Special Populations 



Application 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital SignageUtilizing the look and feel of the icons and speech bubbles, making them come to life with animation. 









Application 
 



Application 



Application 



Relevant Presence 



Questions? 
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